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IN MEMORY OF NTOMBI
WELCOME
“...our style is more jazz than classical, more narrative than
prose, more informal than formal, more communal than
individual. We enter the conversation from the margins to
inﬂuence the centre. We enjoy lyrical, poetic, and playful
language. We love questions that tease, provoke and
sometimes confuse. We can be slightly irreverent. There is
movement and direction to our work but it is not linear.” *
Over the years, as we have sought to align
ourselves with the activity of God in the
world, The Warehouse Trust has adapted
our strategies, praxis, and structures to
better serve an ever-changing Church in
an ever-changing context. We believe the
Church has the power and position to make
significant change possible in South Africa
as we face many challenges. Our vision is
to see the Church actively living out the
peace and justice of God for the world, and
we serve leaders in ways that assist church
communities to become places of real and
lasting transformation. The opening quote
for this report is also found at the beginning
of our Strategic Framework. Developed and
implemented during 2018 and 2019, it is
designed to enable us, and the churches we

work with, to work effectively in complexity
and be adaptive, flexible and responsive to
the rapidly fluctuating context.
Annual Reports are by nature compiled a few
months after the year in review has ended.
This one is no different. In compiling a report
for the year ending February 2020, we are
fully aware that we write into a context in
which the complexity of our world has been
brought into sharper focus and, with it, a
deeper interrogation of the role and identity
of the Church as we seek to live out the peace
and justice of Jesus in the world.

*Geography of Grace: Doing Theology from Below - Joel van Dyke & Kris Rocke

We were devastated to lose our dear
sister, co-conspirator & friend, Ntombi
Tshingilane, who passed away after a
short battle with cancer on 26 May 2019.
She was a nurturer, a warrior, a protector,
a gifted musician, a joy-bringer, a carer,
an encourager, someone who saw those
who remain invisible to most, a champion
of all children.
She is deeply missed.
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FINANCIAL YEAR 2020

INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS*

ANNUAL INCOME
TRUSTS 17%

GRANTS 18%

814 413

OPERATIONAL
DONORS
623 618

BUSINESS 7%

797 600

338 760
INTEREST & OTHER 6%

265 826

EMPLOYEES 78%

16 400

1 505 509

JUSTICE CONFERENCE 0,2%

11 151

TOTAL 4 594 370

126 360
AVERAGE
PASTORAL & ENCOUNTERS 2%
VALUE
104 149
RELIEF RESPONSE 0.36%

18 727
ORGANISATIONAL DONATIONS

2020

2019

2018

INCOME

4 594 3 70

6 240 604

6 040 1 42

EXPENSES

5 1 5 1 72 1

6 364 7 1 9

5 840 97 7

( 55 7 35 1 )

AUDIT & ACCOUNTING 2%

* EXCLUDES DISASTER
TOTAL RESPONSE
5 151 721

THREE YEAR VIEW (IN ZAR)

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

266 003

R1740

DISASTER RESPONSE 0,4%

INDIVIDUALS 33%

865

TRAVEL 5%

4 012 864

CHURCHES 18%

844 711

124

DONATIONS

12%

( 1 24 1 1 5)

CHURCHES

8

CHURCH
LEADERS

( 1 99 1 65)

70%

*N
 OTE: THE 2020 DEFICIT WAS DUE TO THE TIMING OF A US GRANT. IN FEBRUARY 2020
A GRANT WAS AWARDED TO US BUT THE FUNDS ONLY ARRIVED IN OUR S.A BANK
ACCOUNT IN MARCH 2020.

GRANTS

5

623 618
21%

EMPLOYEES
78%
THEOLOGY

23%

ACADEMICS
WORKING WITH
CHURCHES

7%
THE CHURCH
& SOUTH AFRICA
TRAVEL 5%

10%266
003
TRANSFORMATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

4 012
864
22%

8%
126 360

AUDIT & ACCOUNTING 2%
NETWORKING
PASTORAL & ENCOUNTERS 2%

SUSTAINABILITY
OF MINISTRY

8%
104
149
PERSONAL

25%

TOTAL 5 151 721

3

LEADERS OF NGOS OR
NETWORKS INFLUENCING
CHURCHES

ANNUAL EXPENSES
OPERATIONAL 12%
SPECIFIC CAMPAIGN
/INITIATIVE

TRUSTS

SUSTAINABILITY

6%
18 727

FINANCIAL FAQ'S
The Warehouse is a Section
18A Public Benefit Organisation
registered with the South African
Revenue Service, meaning that
donations to The Warehouse are
tax deductible.
The Warehouse
THEOLOGY
SPECIFIC CAMPAIGN/
INITIATIVE

21%

14%

is governed by a board of 10
trustees who meet quarterly.
Our annual audit was conducted
by MGI Bass Gordon and signed
by the board of trustees on
30/11/2020.
PERSONAL
SUSTAINABILITY

14%

RELIEF RESPONSE 0.36%
SUSTAINABILITY
OF MINISTRY

30%

TRANSFORMATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

8%
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“I sometimes hear criticism of Christians who seem so busy with
trying to change the world that they seem to have lost sight of
the God of heaven. I see this a bit differently.
I see people with such a clear vision of the God of heaven that
they have the audacity to believe that God’s very way is possible
in the here and now.”
CAROLINE POWELL

2020 IMPACT

3176
PEOPLE

542

CHURCHES
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OUR STRATEGY
We work to see local church communities
actively living out the peace and justice of God
for the world.
This results in individuals and families working to live out justice and peace
in their daily lives across their neighbourhoods; in local congregations
serving their communities, through ministries, advocacy initiatives and
other imaginative acts of love, and in networks of churches collaborating
together for transformation in South Africa.

DIALOGICAL
ENGAGEMENT WITH
STRATEGICALLY
IDENTIFIED LEADERS

We engage church leaders through
creating opportunities for theological
reflection, support and mentorship as
they lead in transforming churches and
communities, and facilitate reconciling
relationships in a broken South Africa.

DEVELOPING
TRANSFORMATIONAL
RESOURCES

We adopt, adapt and create
transformational resources to inspire
imagination, challenge inequalities,
and equip individuals to engage and
participate effectively in community
transformation. These resources aim
to catalyse and fuel hope and
prophetic imagination rather than
simply providing information and
workshop materials.

Encounters

DEVELOPING INITIATIVES

We research, develop and pilot initiatives
which address key systemic issues in
order to contribute to the effectiveness
of the Church’s response to poverty,
injustice and division. This strategy
creates spaces where people can not
only think together, but also have their
thoughts and workings tested and refined
by others.

Dialogue

FACILITATING
TRANSFORMATIONAL
ENCOUNTERS

We facilitate encounters to inspire and
equip participants in integral mission
theory and practice, as well as build
relationships across various divides.
Facilitating transformational encounters
includes workshops, forums, experiential
learning, events and conferences.

Initiatives

Resources
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FACILITATING TRANSFORMATIONAL ENCOUNTERS
We are a community that aims to be rooted in proximity to and solidarity with those living in poverty, those
in pain, and those bearing the brunt of inequality and injustice. In practice, this means we constantly seek
to centre the voices and experiences of those who are deliberately silenced and marginalised, to inform and
enable critical reﬂection of our context and galvanise prophetic action which leads to true transformation.

Encounters

In May, The Warehouse hosted
a celebration of 50 years of black
theology: a particular strand of
liberation theology emerging from
the United States in the 1960s,
that took on its own form in South
Africa within the GRANTS
speciﬁ18%
c context
of apartheid.
814 413

Resources

Dialogue

It has sought to wrestle with what
Christianity meant for black people
18%
living underCHURCHES
this oppressive
regime.

Initiatives

844 711

TOTAL NUMBER
OF ENCOUNTERS

129

CHURCHES
PARTICIPATING

HOURS
SPENT

542

620

115 LOCAL

7 INTERNATIONAL

PEOPLE
PARTICIPATING

3176

Much of what we engaged in during
the year challenged people to
approach and embrace new ways of
TOTAL
thinking, relating and being,
and 5to151 721
live in a state of disequilibrium - an
interesting preparation for what 2020
would bring!

Types of Encounters
SERMONS/TALKS
CONFERENCES
CHURCH
LEADERS

COURSES
FACILITATION

Main theme of encounters

6

5

70%

21%

THEOLOGY

UNITED STATES

22%
KENYA

SUSTAINABILITY
OF MINISTRY

25%

THE CHURCH
& SOUTH AFRICA

10%

TRANSFORMATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

8%

RADIO
SHOWS

24

8%

6%

9
4

TRAINING
WORKSHOPS

6

9

SUSTAINABILITY
OF MINISTRY

30%

2

MOVIE
NIGHTS

11
FORUMS/

EXPOSURE
THEOLOGY
SPECIFIC CAMPAIGN/
EVENTS
INITIATIVE

PRAYER
21%
MEETINGS EVENTS

L
N
C

PILGRIMAGES

3

1

NETWORKING
PERSONAL
SUSTAINABILITY

READING
GROUPS

24

29

UK
SPECIFIC CAMPAIGN
/INITIATIVE

COLOMBIA

justice, a reading group focusing on
Emmanuel Katongole’s “The Sacriﬁce
of Africa: A Political Theology for
Africa”, and the Leadership in Urban
Transformation course are a few other
examples of encounters in 2019 which
OPERATIONAL 12%
were deliberately designed
to center
623 618
the voices, experiences and thought
leadership of people and groups who
EMPLOYEES 78%
bear the brunt
of 864
the injustices in our
4 012
world.

Even as we celebrated and explored
the relevance
of black theology for
INDIVIDUALS 33%
our context
today,
a strong challenge
1 505
509
TOTAL 4 594 370
11 151
and commitment emerged to centre
The “Let your City be your Classroom”
the voices and experiences of black
events, Movie Nights, church processes
women more intently.
around homelessness and spatial

Location of Encounters

6 NATIONAL

In October, the eKasi Theologies
gathering nurtured a space where
people were able to ‘theologise’
from the particular context of the
township: centering voices and
perspectives that are almost always
TRUSTS 17%
marginalised inBUSINESS
the realm
7% of theology.
797
600
At this
event, several
people shared
338 760
papers and ideas
that spoke
to6%
INTEREST
& OTHER
the question “Thixo
265yintoni
826 ingxaki
yakho?” (God, what is your problem?),
grappling with the
pain RESPONSE
of the black
DISASTER
0,4%
experience (and 16
the400
black township
experience in particular) alongside
an ‘all-powerful’ JUSTICE
God. CONFERENCE 0,2%

14%

P
S

1
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DEVELOPING TRANSFORMATIONAL RESOURCES
At The Warehouse we recognise that some of the greatest evils perpetuated in the name of
Christianity have emerged when homogenous groups of people in positions of power have
allowed their culture or worldview to inﬂuence their interpretation of Scripture; replacing
the Gospel with interpretations designed to further their own interests.

Encounters

Dialogue

Resources

Initiatives

Because we are both committed to
being formed and guided by Scripture,
and aware that we can’t see our own
biases or blindspots, we recognise
the gift and the necessity of reading
and interpreting Scripture with people
from diverse cultures, languages,
life experiences, ages, genders and
economic backgrounds.
We also recognise that the same
dangers exist when we read the text
outside of the original context in which
it was written, and devoid of analysis
of the context in which we are reading
and interpreting it.
A core piece of our work, therefore, is
facilitating dialogue between the word
(Scripture) and the world (context).

Online presence

Through podcasts, newsletters and
blog posts addressing our interpretive
lenses and how we approach
the Bible, Faith in Development
workshop articles on ways Scripture
addresses speciﬁc issues and the
long-awaited launch of Seeking Peace:
Pilgrimage through God’s word in
God’s world with God’s people, 2019
saw the development of more tools
to enable those we journey with to
engage in more faithful interpretation
and prophetic application of Scripture.
We were also able to facilitate
training in this area with groups of
young leaders ranging from St John’s
Leadership Academy (SJLA), YWAM
and the Volmoed Young Leaders
Training Programme (VYLTP).

This culminated in February when
we were thrilled to host training
in Contextual Bible Study with
S’thembiso Zwane from UKZN’s Ujamaa
Centre. Contextual Bible Study is a
methodology of scriptural reading
and interpretation through centering
the experiences and contextual
realities of marginalised groups in
our understanding of the Bible. The
Warehouse team, along with leaders
from various churches and organisations
around the country, were equipped
with the tools and skills to facilitate
contextual Bible studies for others.
We completed this training just as
the world was ﬂ ung into chaos by
COVID-19. We were grateful for this
lens in navigating the months ahead.

Top 3 Resources given or sold:

26 BLOG POSTS
3218 VIEWS/READS

The Warehouse Blog

https://www.warehouse.org.za/blog/
17 PODCASTS
1881 LISTENS

The Warehouse Podcast
https://soundcloud.com/
thewarehousepodcast

9 NEWSLETTERS
2092 SUBSCRIBERS

1

2

3

CCL: 60

Sinoxolo: 49

Seeking Peace: 28
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DIALOGICAL ENGAGEMENT WITH
STRATEGICALLY IDENTIFIED LEADERS*
Encounters
TRUSTS 17%

“The Warehouse has had a huge impact – well, it is the people who make up The Warehouse who have impacted
OPERATIONAL 12%
me greatly,” says
Charlie
it is a poem by Thandi Gamedze or a provocative Facebook post
623
618 Alexander. “Whether
TRAVEL 5%
by Nkosi Gola, or a chat with Caroline who
266has
003helped me make sense of some things I have had to confront and
EMPLOYEES 78%
process
with
regards
to
church
and
property/land,
or Craig showing me a different kind of leadership and René
4 012 864
AUDIT & ACCOUNTING 2%
and Wayne and Colleen...”
126 360

BUSINESS 7%

797 600

338 760
INTEREST & OTHER 6%

265 826

Resources
Dialogue
DISASTER RESPONSE 0,4%

16 400

JUSTICE CONFERENCE 0,2%

11 151

TOTAL 4 594 370

Initiatives

Gender of leaders
60% MALES
GRANTS 18%

40% FEMALES
814 413
CHURCHES 18%

755
844 711

FIC CAMPAIGN
/INITIATIVE

THE CHURCH
& SOUTH AFRICA

21%

10%

Race of leaders*

Charlie is grateful for the shift in theology
that has answered some of his questions
around social justice not being separate
TOTAL
5 151 721 that
from Sunday mornings
– realising
“when we follow Jesus, things change”.
As he says, “The Warehouse has created
a platform that has drawn people who
are not necessarily churchgoers but
who are on a deep faith journey, which
has helped me think outside of Sunday
mornings being church.”

PASTORAL
& ENCOUNTERS
“That
was a starting
point2%for me,” he
149
says.104
Since
then, he has participated in
many things that have led him to believe
0.36% way to imagine,
thatRELIEF
thereRESPONSE
is a diﬀerent
work
18towards
727 and pray for with others,
that is indicative of the change that
following Jesus makes both personally
and communally.

“Being part of The Justice Conference
in 2018 [where The Warehouse was the
convening partner] sparked a journey in
Charlie is a youth worker at St Peter’s
me,” he explains. Deeper shifts started
12%
TRUSTS 17%
“The thing
about The Warehouse is
Church, Mowbray.
His ﬁrst encounter
takingOF
place,
an exploration of OPERATIONAL
BUSINESS 7%with LEADERS
NGOS initiating
OR
CHURCH
618it has always felt like
797 was
600when it338
a safe
The Warehouse
was 760
still a
more inclusive
worship using language 623 that
NETWORKS
INFLUENCING
LEADERS
TRAVEL
5% place,
CHURCHES
regardless of what the conversation
collection point
goods,
and diversity as a tool of growth and
70% for clothing and
266 003 has
INTEREST
&
OTHER
6%
EMPLOYEES
78% The
been,” he says, “and I have begun to think
and someone explained to his group
expansion of God’s kingdom.
“I used
23%
265
826
4 012dialogues
864
more about being missional
and& ACCOUNTING
asking
about not sending broken, old
or bad
Warehouse space for worship
AUDIT
2%
questions in community to126
ﬁnd360
out more
quality things to fellow humans that you
a few times, as it is a neutral and nonof what that looks like in our context.”
would not appreciate yourself.
space,” says Charlie.
DISASTER RESPONSEthreatening
0,4%ACADEMICS

16 400

WORKING WITH

BLACK

16%

healthy way, responsive and critical
to both individual and7%
communal change. It requires committed and trusted relationships built on love with
JUSTICE CONFERENCE 0,2%
those
marginalised,
and solidarity that moves beyond comfort zones.
TOTAL 5 151 721
TOTAL
4 594
370

INDIVIDUALS
33%
TOTAL
NUMBER
505 509
OF1 HOURS
SPENT
ON INDIVIDUAL
LEADERS

11 151

TRANSFORMATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

4%

PERSONAL
SUSTAINABILITY

6%

COLOURED

OTHER

SPECIFIC CAMPAIGN/
INITIATIVE

38%

21%

WHITE

South Africa’s social, economic, political and religious history
has been highly racialised. Our understanding of the current
complexities of inequality, injustice and division in our country
leads us to believe that work needs to be done in collaboration
with people from all race groups to ensure lasting transformation.

26

THEOLOGY

14%

RELIEF RESPONSE 0.36%

18 727

14%

NETWORKING

8%

THE CHURCH

5%

21%

Journeying with church leaders
LEADERS OF NGOS OR
NETWORKS INFLUENCING
CHURCHES

CHURCH
LEADERS

70%

23%

8%

30%

SPECIFIC CAMPAIGN
/INITIATIVE
THEOLOGY

PERSONAL
SUSTAINABILITY

TRANSFORMATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

SUSTAINABILITY
OF MINISTRY

* WHY TALK ABOUT RACE?

SERMONS/
TALKS

149

What we talk about

8%

8%

PASTORAL & ENCOUNTERS 2%

CHURCHES
* When we speak of dialogue, it goes beyond simply ‘conversation’
and moves into another level of engagement which becomes disruptive in 104
a

NETWORKING

42%

Charlie is in his third year of St John’s
Leadership Academy (SJLA) in which
various Warehouse staﬀ members play
key roles in both teaching and individual
formation journeys. “Through SJLA I
learned more about the Praxis cycle, and
that has taught me a lot and I am now
hosting discussions with various people
from the church and going through that
time of questioning and imagining a
diﬀerent way together.” Charlie is eager to
take others on the journey he has been on.

THE CHURCH
& SOUTH AFRICA

10%

TRANSFORMATIONAL

260
LEADERS

ACADEMICS
WORKING WITH
CHURCHES

7%
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DEVELOPING INITIATIVES
We love connecting people, groups and churches to each other across divides, as well as around different
issues or actions in our city, country and world. Over the years, we have become a trusted convenor and
catalyst of movements, coalitions and networks such as The Justice Conference SA, the SACLI Anti-Racism
coalition, the Micah network in South Africa and the RESPOND coalition.

Encounters

Dialogue

Initiatives

Resources

The RESPOND coalition - an alliance
of churches and Christian NGOs was birthed in 2012 out of the Cape
Town Council of Churches in order
to oﬀer coordinated and supportive
emergency relief action in the face of
disaster incidents in the Western Cape.
As the convener of the RESPOND
coalition, we tread a ﬁne line
between oﬀering capacity, resource,
communications and ﬁduciary
responsibility to the coalition, while
ensuring that we do not take over
the role that local churches and
Faith-Based Organisations (FBOs)
can and do play in their communities.

This year saw some encouraging
developments as the RESPOND
coalition deepened its work in the
Cape Metropole area and surrounding
districts: identifying key role players
within the Disaster Management
zones, creating capacity for eﬀective
response to small-scale disasters and
better coordination of responses to
large-scale disasters. The coalition
also received the gift of an awardwinning online system, developed
by UCT students as part of their ﬁnal
learning module, which will build
the necessary capacity and ﬂuidity
for various parts of the coalition to
coordinate eﬀective responses.

The Warehouse widened the disasterresponse network as shared-learning
opportunities arose with coalitions in
Gauteng and KwaZulu Natal through
coordinated eﬀorts to respond to
the tremendous loss Cyclone Idai
wrought in our neighbouring country,
Mozambique, in March of 2019.
Through this cooperation, a national
disaster response network was
established and convened prior to
any of the greater challenges that
met us in 2020, enabling responses
to these challenges to be much more
ﬂuid and eﬀective than they might
otherwise have been.

Other speciﬁc initiatives

1

SPATIAL JUSTICE
AND THE CHURCH

2

ECDS, SANITATION AND
THE CHURCH IN INFORMAL
SETTLEMENTS

3

THE CHURCH AND FAITH-ROOTED
ORGANISING IN THE CITY

V I S I ON

T HE C HU R C H AC T IV E LY
LIV IN G OU T T HE
PE AC E A N D JU ST IC E
OF GOD FOR T HE WOR LD.

M I SS I ON
WE SU PPORT LOC A L
C HU R C H CON GR E GAT ION S
E N A BLIN G D IA LOGU E ,
FAC ILITAT IN G
COLLA BOR AT ION A N D
IN SPIR IN G HOPE - FILLE D
IM AGIN AT ION TOWA R DS
JU ST IC E - SE E K IN G
AC T ION IN T HE IR
N E IGHBOU R HOODS
A N D R E GION S.
info@warehouse.org.za
@warehousecptwn
TheWarehouseTrust
we_are_the_warehouse
www.warehouse.org.za
Donate to The Warehouse at www.warehouse.org.za/donate

